MACD INDICATOR
Moving Average Convergence Divergence
Part Four
“ To Cross or Not to Cross That Is The Question…”

By Jason Sidney
In this article we will explore another interesting and extremely powerful aspect of the
MACD indicator.
So far we have learned how MACD produces buy and sell signals when both averages
cross. We also learned how confirmation of the buy and sell signal can occur on the next
lower timeframe when both averages cross through the zero line of the histogram.
What we will explore in this article is another signal just as powerful as a buy or sell
signal only slightly different, it’s called the “retest”.
The retest is something that is often overlooked by people who claim to know something
about this indicator, and as you’re about to learn not recognizing this signal can result in
you missing some great opportunities.
To use this signal we will again incorporate the use of different timeframes to back up
and confirm the signal we are seeing.
Looking now at the monthly chart of the ASX 200 index we can see some great examples
of “retests” occurring on the two MACD moving averages and at some very significant
turning points on this chart.
A retest occurs when the fast MACD line (Blue) comes backs and “tests” the slow signal
line (Red), finding support above or resistance below this level without actually crossing.
A quick look at the position of the chart at that point in time will help you to decide if it’s
forming a peak or a trough of possible significance.
Confirmation of this signal can then be found on MACD using the next lower timeframe
chart, in this case the weekly chart.

Looking now at the MACD weekly chart you can see how easy it is look for a
confirmation signal on the weekly chart to confirm what you have seen previously
occurring on the monthly chart.
If you study the peaks occurring in the years 2001 and 2002 on the monthly chart you
will see retests occurring at both of these peaks on the MACD monthly chart. The
confirmation signal can then be seen occurring not to long after that on the MACD
weekly chart by producing a sell signal, confirming a peak and possible downturn.
A buy signal occurs next on the MACD monthly chart in 2003; this signal can also be
confirmed on the MACD weekly chart by waiting for both MACD averages to cross up
through the zero line of the histogram.
If you study the two signals you will notice that both buy signals occur at roughly the
same time on both monthly and weekly charts.
This now brings us to our current situation and the right hand side of the chart, where we
again can see a possible retest signal forming on the MACD monthly chart as of
September 2006.

I say “possible” retest signal because based on the method we have just learnt in this
article the MACD weekly chart is yet to confirm this.
One of two things could happen next from here on the MACD monthly chart. The first
scenario is the monthly MACD averages will continue to show evidence of support and
suggest a “retest” is likely.
If this really is the case, based method we have learned so far the weekly MACD
averages will cross and produce a buy signal, confirming the retest signal on the monthly.
The second scenario is the monthly MACD averages will cross and produce a sell signal
suggesting a major correction is likely.
If this scenario is occurs based on the methods outlined previously in this article, the
weekly MACD averages could be watched to confirm this by crossing down through the
zero line of the histogram.
Confirmation from price movement should always be looked at in conjunction with any
signal you intend to use.

To cross or not to cross… That really is the question!
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ANALYST INSIGHT MENTORING PROGRAM:
Analyst Insight will now evolve and become a subscription based fortnightly newsletter
and part of a mentoring program designed to help teach you about stock selection and
technical analysis methods using current live markets.
This newsletter will now give me the ability to coach you and involve you in a mentoring
program no matter where you live anywhere in the world!
In each edition of Analyst Insight we will talk about a variety of markets, these markets
will range from international markets to local securities.
With advent of online trading platforms and the huge variety of derivative products
available on these markets today, the newsletter will identify both long buying and short
selling opportunities and so regardless of whether we are in a bull market or bear market,
potentially profitable opportunities will still be identified.
If you study the examples in Analyst Insight mentoring newsletter you will not only gain
new skills but you will also develop greater confidence in your own trading abilities.
Analyst Insight is designed to educate you by providing the knowledge, skills and
confidence to make ongoing informed and independent investment decisions.
To read more about this exciting new newsletter and to receive a FREE copy of a
previous edition of the new look newsletter, simply click on the link below:
http://www.marketinsight.com.au/AnalystInsight.php

HALIFAXONLINE is the most sophisticated multi-product trading platform available.
Offering you complete control over your workspace, HALIFAXONLINE combines fast
one-click trading on live prices, powerful charts and technical analysis tools, live news
and other many feature to help you beat the markets.
For more information and a FREE 20 day trial of the HALIFAXONLINE Trading
platform simply click on the link below:
http://www.marketinsight.com.au/halifax.php
Warning regarding general advice:
“Please note that the advice contained herein is general advice only. It has not been prepared
taking into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation and particular
needs. You should therefore assess whether the advice is appropriate to your individual
investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. You should do this before making
an investment decision based on this general advice. You can either make the assessment
yourself or seek the help of a professional adviser.”
DISCLAIMER:

Market Insight Pty Ltd believes the information provided within the Analyst Insight newsletter is
reliable. While every care has been taken to ensure accuracy, the information is furnished to
recipients, with no warranty as to the completeness and accuracy of its contents, and on the
condition that any errors or omissions shall not be made the basis for any claim, demand or cause
for action. All rights are reserved.
No part of the text contained within Analyst Insight may be reproduced in any form or by any
means without the permission of the author. All information provided by Market Insight Pty Ltd
is for educational purposes only.
Neither Market Insight Pty Ltd, or anyone else involved in the production of the information
found within the Analyst Insight newsletter, will be liable for any liability, loss or damage directly
or indirectly caused, or believed to be caused, by this information. It should also be noted that
prior examples are not indicative of, and have no bearing or guarantee of the future performance
of the techniques outlined within the Analyst Insight newsletter. The techniques outlined within
Analyst Insight may result in large losses and no assurances are given that you will not incur such
losses.
No part of the Analyst Insight newsletter contains specific trading advice, stated or implied, nor is
it an invitation to trade. Market Insight Pty Ltd is an organization designed to assist traders and
investors to become more knowledgeable and independent. The giving of advice is therefore
contrary to the objectives of the company. Traders requiring such advice should contact a
licensed advisor. The directors and associates of Market Insight Pty Ltd are NOT licensed trading
or investment advisors.
By maintaining your subscription to Analyst Insight, you acknowledge that you understand and
accept the contents of this disclaimer.

